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Acoustics Made Easy

Acoustics Made Easy

CLEANEO CLASSIC

CLEANEO MODULE

CLEANEO SINGLE

Easily implement high-end visual design. You
have the choice: continuous perforation, block
perforation or slotline block slots.
This opens up a wide range of perspectives
for both design and acoustics.

Accessible system range on the ceiling: Comfortable haptic characteristics, complete technical integration, the flexibility required for
everyday use while at the same time offering
highly-effective acoustics and freedom of design.

The perfect solution for specific acoustical
requirements.
The robust, surface-ready systems absorb
sound homogeneously and set the scene in
the room.

Jointless ceiling surfaces

Modular ceiling systems

Individual absorbers

ACOUSTICS
MADE EASY
Whether in offices, kindergartens or restaurants,
acoustics determine the quality of a room.
Regardless of whether you are implementing the acoustical concept of an
architect or proposing your own acoustical optimisation solutions to a client.
Knauf offers you tried-and-tested solutions for walls and ceilings - accessible
systems, jointless ceiling surfaces or stable wall absorbers with all technical
details for error-free installation.
You can find some tips here for professional installation.
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Knauf Cleaneo GO!

Knauf Cleaneo GO!

600

CLEANEO GO!

mm

Using walls as absorber surfaces
Robust and slim in design, Cleaneo GO! elements can also be easily
used as absorbers on walls. They enable you to reduce reverberation
without much effort, even if there is
little or no ceiling space available.

m
0m
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CLEANEO GO!

Discover more in our Cleaneo
GO! installation video

Brilliant acoustics and perfect design
Cleaneo GO! is the surface-ready acoustical ceiling for quick and easy direct
installation. The 60 x 60 cm acoustical elements are screwed directly onto
the CD profiles or wooden battens. Filling joints or painting surfaces is also
unnecessary. In just a single step, you can simultaneously create brilliant
acoustics and a timeless white design ceiling.
Format: 600 x 600 x 12.5 mm

Building material class: A2-s1, d0

Perforation: 3.5 x 3.5 mm, square

Light reflection: 69.2 %

Colour: surface ready/RAL 9003

Cleaneo GO! is made of gypsum a natural
Absorption coefficient: ɑw 0.80 to 0.95 product and is thus pollutant-free and recyclable.
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Measure and screw on the
Universal Bracket

Clip-in the CW profiles

Precisely horizontally fit the
lower Cleaneo GO! row

Position the upper row and
screw on
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le oder Kartuschenpresse.
1. Schneiden Sie die Kunststoffdüse nach Fugenbreite zu und stecken Sie
diese auf die Hülse der Kartusche.
2. Füllen Sie die Fugen satt mit Uniflott, siehe Bild 10.

Knauf Cleaneo GO!

Knauf Cleaneo Classic UFF

Bild 10: Fugen füllen
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UFF

UFF

UFF

4. Schleifen Sie nach der Trocknung überstehendes Spachtelmaterial
glatt.
UFF
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Install Knauf Cleaneo GO! profiles at a spacing of 300 mm. Use
metal profiles or wooden battens that are at least 60 mm wide.
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Prepare the boards for installation by putting the Cleaneo GO!
special screws into the second perforation row. Use 8 screws
per board with 4 in the corners and in the center on each side.
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 ommence installation in the center of the ceiling surface. We
C
recommend wearing protective white cotton gloves to avoid
soiling.

	

Use a cartridge with nozzle

Board marking of the
Cleaneo Classic UFF boards

Mit der Tablet App Knauf Infothek stehen jetzt alle Informationen
und Dokumente der Knauf Gips KG jederzeit und an jedem Ort
immer aktuell, übersichtlich und bequem zur Verfügung.
Knauf Infothek

CLEANEO CLASSIC UFF

Knauf Direkt
Technischer Auskunft-Service:
Tel.: 09001 31-1000 *

knauf-direkt@knauf.de
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Ensure that you do not overtighten the screws.
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The profiles are set towards the wall with a spacing of
	
2 – 3 mm. Cut the boards with a fine-toothed saw. Sand the
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Use the 4th or 5th perforation for the screw to simplify
	
installation close to the wall.

board edge with a fine grade sandpaper.

CLEANEO GO! INSTALLATION
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Apply Cleaneo GO! boards preferably with staggered joints. Measure off the ceiling for the
first board row (referenced to the room center). Then align the first board row using a straight
edge or UA profile as a limit stop. Fix the first row. Ensure that the boards are aligned with the
rear side print always oriented in the same direction.

Cleaneo GO!
installation instructions
Product data sheet
D12G

Further information on the
Cleaneo Acoustic UFF
can be found here:
www.knauf.de/uffclip

Knauf Gips KG Am Bahnhof 7, 97346 Iphofen
*

Ein Anruf bei Knauf Direkt wird mit 0,39 €/Min. berechnet. Anrufer, die nicht mit Telefonnummer in der Knauf Gips KG Adressdatenbank hinterlegt sind, z. B.
private Bauherren oder Nicht-Kunden, zahlen 1,69 €/Min. aus dem deutschen Festnetz. Mobilfunk-Anrufe können abweichen, sie sind abhängig vom Netzbetreiber und Tarif.

Technische Änderungen vorbehalten. Es gilt die jeweils aktuelle Auflage. Die enthaltenen Angaben entsprechen unserem derzeitigen Stand der Technik. Die allgemein anerkannten Regeln der Bautechnik, einschlägige Normen, Richtlinien und handwerklichen Regeln müssen vom Ausführenden neben den Verarbei-

beachtet werden.with
Unsere Gewährleistung
bezieht sich
nur auf die einwandfreie Beschaffenheit
unseresUFF.
Materials.The
Verbrauchs-, Mengen- und
The proven Knauf FF istungsvorschriften
also available
a complete
surrounding
notch joint
Ausführungsangaben sind Erfahrungswerte, die im Falle abweichender Gegebenheiten nicht ohne weiteres übertragen werden können. Alle Rechte vorbehalwww.knauf.de
ten. Änderungen, Nachdruck und fotomechanische sowie elektronische Wiedergabe, auch auszugsweise, bedürfen unserer ausdrücklichen Genehmigung.
notch joint enables faster and more secure installation of the perforated boards. The
Konstruktive, statische und bauphysikalische Eigenschaften von Knauf Systemen können nur gewährleistet werK761U-A01.de/ger/01.18/0/Ma
edges of the UFF are den,
factory
primed and
Furthermore,
jointing
is very
easy
as werden.
wenn ausschließlich
Knaufscored.
Systemkomponenten
oder von Knauf
empfohlene
Produkte
verwendet
the jointing compound can be pressed into the joint with a high force. The board design
with notch joint on all four sides also reduces cut waste and protects the board edge
against damage during the building process.
When correctly applied, larger ceiling surfaces can be installed with a perfect perforation
design, and smaller rooms simply row by row. From 150 m2, the second board row is
transverse to the first row.
Tip: Check the perforation of the ceiling regularly during installation by alignment via
the straights and diagonals.

Your benefits with
Cleaneo Acoustic UFF:
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›

Profiled notch joint on all 4 sides
Joint-on-joint application without
spacing
Fast, precise board alignment
Easy board jointing
Highly stable board edge
Less cut waste
Factory primed edges
Continuous perforation for
seamless visual effect
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Knauf Cleaneo Classic

Knauf Cleaneo Classic Complete

CLEANEO CLASSIC COMPLETE
Quickly installed without painting
Knauf Cleaneo Classic Complete is delivered
ready to install and does not require painting
or joint filling. It will save you two complete
working steps and ensure faster completion
of the building project. A real benefit when

CLEANEO CLASSIC
Guaranteed ball impact safe!
It’s not just in sports halls that something hits the ceiling. Cleaneo Classic
the ball impact safe system with diverse perforation designs facilitate
acoustic fitting of rooms.
For application in rooms such as classrooms, school lobbies or
kindergarten playrooms that require resistance to the impact of high flying
objects and still look great.

you are renovating during the school holidays
or in a business premises only requiring a
short shutdown while the ceiling is installed.

Your benefits with
Cleaneo Classic Complete:
›
›
›

eed ball
Guarant safe!
impact

›
›
›
›
›
›

Finished surfaces
Fast installation
No joint filling required
Can be installed in all weather conditions
Excellent acoustics
Short installation times
Paintable
Wipeable
Ball impact safe to DIN 18032

Ball impact safety tested acc. to DIN 18032-3 (Sports halls - Halls and
rooms for sports and multi-purpose use)
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Knauf Cleaneo Module

Knauf Cleaneo Module

MODULAR CEILING SYSTEMS OVERVIEW
Square
Systems ›

Plaza

Belgravia

Contur

Rectangular

Free-spanning

Free-spanning

Visona

Contur rectangular elements

Corridor F30
& F30 Swing

›

Perforation

KNAUF CLEANEO MODULE
For accessible ceilings, use real high-quality materials that can deliver on all the
demands of modern urban architecture.
Comfortable haptic characteristics, complete technical integration, the flexibility required
for everyday use while at the same time offering highly-effective acoustics and freedom
of design. Modular system versatility on the ceiling, functional and aesthetic.

Your benefits
›
›
›
›
›
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Scandinavian design
Robust surface
Gypsum as a sustainable raw material
Non-combustible
Paintable without loss of acoustic performance

Trockenbau-Systeme

D14.de
Detailblatt

Tangent
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Knauf Cleaneo Akustik-Kassettendecken
Cleaneo Module
D144.de – Cleaneo Akustik-Kassettendecke Visona
D145.de – Cleaneo Akustik-Kassettendecke Belgravia
D146.de – Cleaneo Akustik-Kassettendecke Plaza
D147.de – Cleaneo Akustik-Kassettendecke Contur
D148a.de – Freitragende Cleaneo Akustik-Kassettendecke

NEU
■ Luft- und Trittschalldämmung
■ Design Unity 9

Modular systems –
Constructions and
characteristics

Corridor 0,7/3,1R
8/18R
8/18Q
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Knauf Cleaneo Module

Knauf Cleaneo Module

CORRIDOR F30/
CORRIDOR F30 SWING
The free-spanning acoustical units for fire protection
requirements suitable for unlatching on one side
Premium metal elements combine F30 fire resistance with high-performance
acoustics. The matt white ceiling panels in the Corridor F30 or Corridor F30 Swing
variants have an identical visual appearance just like conventional gypsum
perforated boards and facilitate a consistent ceiling design even in building
sections with enhanced fire protection requirements and high density of built-ins,
such as in corridors.
The free-spanning acoustical plank ceilings with mineral wool inlay is applied on
both sides from below and suspended in the suspension profiles. It can be
individually folded and adjusted along the longitudinal direction of the corridor.
The plank ceiling can be opened without any tools. Room widths without frieze up
to 3072 mm are possible.

Your benefits
›
›
›
›

Non-combustible
Metal ceiling with gypsum look
High acoustical performance
Accessibility

Trockenbau-Systeme

D42.de
Detailblatt

07/2019

Knauf Freitragende Akustik-Elementdecken

Cleaneo Module

D424.de – Knauf Corridor F30
D425.de – Knauf Corridor F30 Swing
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Knauf Cleaneo Single Smart

CLEANEO SINGLE SMART
Aesthetic, flexible, smart – for the wall and ceiling
The intelligent absorber
Made of PET-felt, a material with a high
acoustical effectiveness, Cleaneo Single
Smart improves the spatial acoustics with a
highly sound absorbing surface structure,
and is thus ideal for diverse living and working
environments. The smart solution is easy to
maintain and hard-wearing and ensures a
pleasant room climate.

Lightweight and simple to apply too
Slim and light but still very stable:
Cleaneo Single Smart does not need a frame
construction and can be worked individually
with a cutter knife – without any dust.
Installation is undertaken using practical
fastener sets for the wall (magnetic or CD
profile) and cord suspensions for the ceiling.

Knauf Cleaneo Single Smart

Easy and clean installation. The modules can be quickly installed in a fully furnished room thanks
to the easy installation. Perfect for retrofitting improved acoustics.
Complete freedom of design. Cleaneo Single Smart does not need a frame construction and can
be easily worked with a cutter knife and cut to the required shape.

Trockenbau-Systeme

E313-A01.de

Montageanleitung

CLEANEO SINGLE SMART

Cleaneo Smart
Montageanleitung

Cleaneo Single

Colours

Standard formats

05/2018

Installation instructions
Cleaneo Smart
E313 A01.de

Installation for wall and ceiling
Clever mounting systems
Efficient formats and installation options for every
use. Rooms can be effectively acoustically enhanced with
Single Smart absorbers and thus create a pleasant room climate.
The slim 10 mm thick format offers the highest effect with minimum
space requirement.

1200 x 1200 x 10 mm

White / Basalt grey / Light grey
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1200 x 2400 x 10 mm

www.youtube.de/smartmontage

Diverse areas of application. Single Smart is moisture resistant and can be used to
improve the acoustics in rooms subject to the effects of moisture.
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Good t

Knauf Cleaneo Single Smart

CUSTOMIZED SHAPES
Simply cut it yourself or order ready-made
Cut the Single Smart units to the desired
geometry with a cutter for exclusive customized
shapes.
When subsequently suspending the canopy,

ensure that the suspension points are suitably
positioned and the anchoring point spacings
are not too large. This way you can be sure
that the canopy is perfectly horizontal.

o know

Please c
ontact yo
ur Knauf
prefabri
advisor fo
cated
r
or specia customized desi
gns
l colours
fo
r
C
leaneo
Single S
mart mo
dules.

Knauf Cleaneo Single Smart

CLEANEO SINGLE SMART
Installation of a canopy

Or create vibrant, three-dimensional effects
with CAD generated shapes and factory laser
cut elements.
Your Knauf advisor can help you.

1
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Good to know
The acoustical effectiveness
of Cleaneo Single Smart
can be calculated using the
Knauf Raumakustikrechner.
www.knauf.de/raumakustikrechner

Tightening
the hanger top screws

Thread the wire through the hanger top
and screw this onto the hanger pod

2

Threading
the wire

Thread the wire into the self-locking
hanger bottoms

3

Alignment
of the canopy

Adjust the canopy using the adjusting
function of the hanger bottoms

Trockenbau-Systeme

E313-A01.de

Montageanleitung

05/2018

Cleaneo Smart
Montageanleitung

Cleaneo Single

Installation instructions
Cleaneo Smart
E313 A01.de
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Knauf Cleaneo Single Smart

Good Advice – From Knauf

PERFECT LAMELLAE – EASILY INSTALLED

GOOD ADVICE

Regardless of whether you cut the lamellae on site or use prefabricated elements, highly effective acoustic lamellae constructions are quickly
installed and impress with their sophisticated premium appearance.

Drywalling offers unique opportunities to create the exceptional. Knauf and professional
installers frequently cooperate closely in the realization of these concepts.
Your Knauf advisor supports you directly on the building site, or should you have decided to
use prefabricated elements, will coordinate with qualified service partners in Iphofen.
Knauf consultants and ceiling specialists are available to assist you here for the entire building
phase of a project.
They also maintain contact to the “SOKO” department (special calculation and objects) at
Knauf who can identify and dimension solutions for the demanding tasks.

1

Measure
the required overhang

and mark it.

2

Fix
 the mounting rails accordingly
and apply the clamps.

3

Insert
the lamellae successively.

Ensure precision when working, the lamellae cannot be removed once inserted.

Just 5 steps to the perfect acoustic solution –
with the Knauf Systemfinder!
How it works: The Knauf Systemfinder delivers the solution for every job in a maximum of 5
steps. Always in a system and always in 3 variants: Basis, recommended and premium.

4
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The
 completed section should be
turned around (2 persons) and the
fasteners attached.

5

Mark
the anchoring points on the

ceiling, screw on the sleeves and
screw in the cords.

6

Suspend
the canopy at the required

distance from the ceiling and adjust the
cord lengths and align horizontally.

Knauf Systemfinder
www.knauf.de/systemfinder

Knauf room acoustics calculator
www.knauf.de/akustikrechner

When standard is simply not enough
www.trockenbau-unlimited.de/akustik
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BENEFIT FROM THE VALUABLE
SERVICES FROM KNAUF
KNAUF DIREKT
Our technical advisory service – from professionals
for professionals! Choose the direct line to just-in-time
consultation and benefit from our extensive experience
giving you the assurance that you need.
 ontact us at
C
knauf-direkt@knauf.com

KNAUF CUSTOMER SERVICES
Our customer services support your daily business and
are happy to help whenever you need assistance. For
regional customer services and more information please
consult!
www.knauf.com

KNAUF DIGITAL
Web, App or Social Media – Technical documentation,
interactive animations, videos and lots more are available around the clock up-to-date and free-of-charge in
the digital world of Knauf. Clicks that are really worthwhile!
 ww.k-sentials.com
w
www.knauf.de
www.youtube.com/knauf
www.twitter.com/knauf_DE
www.facebook.com/knaufDE

Further tips and information!
Know-how on the topic
can be downloaded at
www.trockenbau-unlimited.de

And by video:
www.youtube.de/knauf

Knauf Gips KG
Am Bahnhof 7
97346 Iphofen,
Germany
FI02.de/eng/03.21/0/FI

